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You don’t need the perfect body to look great or even to appear

in shape: the right outfit can do much of the work for you. Read

on to discover the essentials – but remember, above all else, to

choose clothes you feel good in. Only when you’re truly

comfortable can you radiate confidence and command respect.

Your level of comfort with yourself and your appearance is easily

perceptible to those around you.

Posture

Stand up straight. An improved posture is great for making

excess fat on your stomach and hips less visible, but its greatest

benefit is the boost it provides to your confidence. Throw in some

eye contact and a warm smile, and the transformation will be

complete.
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Size

Choose the size that fits, not the smallest one you can squeeze

into. As well as projecting a cheap, unprofessional image, tight

clothing will emphasize and draw attention to the areas you don’t

like. The most important rule for men wishing to disguise their

stomachs is not to wear anything tight! A smaller size does not

necessarily look better than a bigger one – in fact, the opposite is

often true. When the stomach causes clothes to strain at the

seams, its overweightness becomes all the more apparent.

Clothes can even make the problem appear bigger than it is.

Looser clothing is generally much better suited to making a larger

stomach less noticeable. However, if you need to wear looser

styles, you should also keep in mind that too-big clothing can

look unpolished. Pay attention to the overall look of your outfit.
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Colour

If you want to look slimmer, darker clothing is your friend. Black

is the most effective hue for concealing surplus weight. However,

if you prefer to wear lighter shades, pick tones that are muted

and subtle: overly bright or loud colors will highlight your uneven

areas. Do you struggle with extra pounds from the stomach up?

Choose darker shirts and t-shirts to combat this - and avoid

horizontal stripes, which will emphasize the size of the waist. If

you are heavier on your bottom half, choose darker-colored

trousers and jeans to make your legs and hips appear slimmer.

While dark blue, charcoal, violet or dark green can slim you

almost as effectively as black, none is quite as versatile – black is

a “non-color”, after all! Don’t feel like wearing black? A

combination of colors from the same color family is a good

choice, too. This means combining related shades of a single

color – all light greens, for example, or all dark blues. This is

much better than an outfit composed of several different colors,

which will emphasize a stockier figure.
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Design

Avoid horizontal stripes and broad stripes at all cost – they

emphasize your existing shape and make you appear wider. If

you like wearing patterned clothing, look for narrow, vertical

stripes. Remember, too, that while striking designs might look

great on the hanger, they’ll draw more attention to your outline

once they’re on. It’s not only stripes you can use to your

advantage: knitted fabrics can have a slimming effect, if the

structure of the knit is vertically aligned. Colored sleeves can also

work well to flatter a larger build.
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Accessoires

Accessories like scarves should be chosen with care; a better idea

is for larger men to concentrate on the details of their outfit. Polo

shirts and t-shirts with a V-neck are the best choice, since they

have an elongating effect on the torso.

A similar effect can be achieved by leaving the top button of a

shirt or polo shirt open: this works particularly well for men with

wider, heavier-set necks. However, men with plentiful chest hair

should be careful not to unbutton their shirts too wide – the hair

should never be left sticking out!

Suspenders divide the upper body into three segments, which

reduces the visual impact of extra weight and makes the torso

appear slimmer. This is similar to the effect achieved by wearing

vertical stripes. When buying suspenders, make sure they’re not

too thin – narrow designs are not a good complement for your

body type. Wider, more robust designs are a much better choice.

Worn with a classic shirt, suspenders create a refined, polished

look. If you usually go for a cooler, more casual style of dress,

you can wear them with a t-shirt or with a multi-colored or

patterned shirt – both of these will pep up the outfit nicely.
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For an easy outfit, a combination of suspenders and staple

wardrobe items is always a good option – think single-color t-

shirts or shirts.

It goes without saying that suspenders are not an everyday

accessory – they’re not right for every occasion. But try to

integrate them into your outfit whenever you have chance to do

so.
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Hair

The right haircut will make your face appear slimmer. This, in

turn, will alter your overall appearance drastically. There is one

simple rule: the vertical lines of the cut should be accentuated,

whilst the horizontal lines are rendered less visually striking.

Customize your cut according to the shape of your body, just as

you do your clothes! When your hair is cut as described, you face

will appear thinner – and you’ll be surprised what an effect this

can have on your self-confidence.
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Basic Rules for Buying Shirts for Your Body

When buying shirts, be sure to choose designs that will

emphasize your shape in the right way. Some shirts can make

you look slimmer than others. If you’re somewhat overweight, or

carrying a belly, you’ll find a few tips here on what’s best to buy.

Dark shirts with long collars are ideal for larger men. Always

choose a heavier-looking fabric.

When it comes to striped shirts, remember that vertical stripes

are best because they visually lengthen the upper body.

Men who are heavier in build but not particularly tall should go for

simple, single-color shirts with Kent collars. Discreet vertical

stripes are a safe choice. However, avoid attention-grabbing or
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excessively brightly colored designs: these will focus the attention

on the centre of the body.

Men who are heavier in build and tall should also opt for shirts

with vertical stripes. However, to avoid appearing larger, they

should ensure that the designs remain subtle and the stripes thin.

Though a long tab colour can create the illusion of extra height,

its slimming effect makes it a good option for tall as well as for

shorter men. If you’re carrying a belly but are otherwise fairly

slimly built, the golden rule is to ensure that your shirts are

straight cut and not too short. Horizontal stripes should also be

avoided.

If your clothes accentuate your build in the right way, you’ll feel

significantly better in yourself - this applies particularly to men

carrying extra weight. But ultimately, the most important thing is

not how you look in a particular shirt or pair of trousers, but how

you feel. If you are comfortable with what you are wearing, you

will automatically relax and radiate confidence. Others will be

drawn to you, regardless of your body shape and size.
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Basic Rules for Buying the Right Jacket

Men are fortunate in that their size doesn’t limit their choice of

clothes in the same way it does for women. For men of almost

any height, a pair of broad shoulders helps to balance out extra

pounds on the waist and hips. A larger stomach can be cleverly

disguised with the right jacket, leading the wearer not only to

look good but also to feel great.

A very simple rule – which functions just as well for jackets as it

does for cardigans – is to wear them open! When you open your

jacket, you divide your upper body into three segments,

achieving the same effect as with suspenders and stripes. It’s

essential, however, that the piece of clothing under the jacket is a

different color than the jacket itself. A contrast is crucial in

creating the desired effect.

Here are a few more tips for choosing the right jacket.

Get measured! There’s no sense buying a jacket to fit your dream

body when that’s not what you currently have. Find out your

measurements before shopping – this will aid you greatly in

buying a jacket that fits well and is enjoyable to wear. A too-big

jacket is not the best choice, however, because this can have the

unwanted effect of making you appear larger than you are.
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Choose a jacket that sits well and that fits your own individual

measurements. You should be able to open and close it

comfortably.

Jackets with large motifs are a somewhat risky choice for men

wishing to disguise extra weight. However, a dark jacket is always

a good way to instantly “lose” a couple of pounds.

Wear a tie. If a rounder stomach is your problem, a tie is

certainly worth testing as a solution. Dark-colored ties, in

particular, will aid you in appearing slimmer.

A jacket can work wonders for larger men when teamed with

trousers in the same colour. This creates the visual effect of a

straight line up and down and is noticeably slimming. And while

we’re on the subject, trousers with creases are by the far the best

for instantly ridding you of that excess weight.

Consider acquiring a tailor-made jacket, since this will be well cut

and designed to complement your height. A carefully-chosen

pinstriped jacket (vertical stripes!) will elongate the upper body

and make it appear trimmer.

In summary: jackets for larger men can conceal problem areas

very effectively. Integrate one into an outfit, and you’re well on

your way to creating a stylish, polished end result.
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Want to look slimmer overall?

Beware that your coat is not too short; it should be at least knee-

length. Feel free to wear generously cut or calf-length designs,

but make sure they’re held together with a belt.

Your trousers can be wide-cut or slim-cut. Trousers can either

accentuate the hips or be more liberally cut: your shape

determines the design you should choose. It’s also a good idea to

make the knot of your tie a little wider than normal. Waistcoats

and ties should not appear too short or stretched over the

stomach; ensure they are of sufficient length.


